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Tissue nanotransfection (TNT), a cutting-edge technique of in vivo gene therapy, has gained substantial attention in

various applications ranging from in vivo tissue reprogramming in regenerative medicine, and wound healing to cancer

treatment. This technique harnesses the advancements in the semiconductor processes, facilitating the integration of

conventional transdermal gene delivery methods—nanoelectroporation and microneedle technologies. TNT silicon chips

have demonstrated considerable promise in reprogramming fibroblast cells of skin in vivo into vascular or neural cells in

preclinical studies to assist in the recovery of injured limbs and damaged brain tissue.
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1. Microneedle-Based Electroporation for In Vivo Gene Transfer and
Tissue Reprogramming

1.1. Microneedle-Type Electrodes-Based Bulk Electroporation for In Vivo Gene Transfer

Microneedles have been explored in various range of applications, including drug delivery, biosensing, and diagnostics 

. It enables the penetration of the dense skin barrier, the stratum corneum layer, to effectively deliver drugs into the

epidermis and dermis. However, the delivery efficacy of genes is limited because the cell membrane only allows small,

nonpolar, or lipophilic molecules to pass through, serving as a barrier for hydrophilic and polar molecules like DNA and

RNA . These genes can enter cells via natural endocytosis, but the transfect efficiency is low. To address this challenge,

recent innovations have combined microneedle technology and bulk electroporation, achieving higher transfection efficacy

by overcoming both barriers of the stratum corneum and the cellular membrane. This approach demonstrates significant

enhancement of gene transfer efficiency in vivo .

The MNE-BEP approach uses conductive microneedles as electrodes to apply electric pulses in vivo as illustrated in

Figure 1A,B. The conductive microneedle array can be inserted into the skin to bypass the high resistance of the stratum

corneum barrier. In addition, the required voltage compared to the traditional BEP is reduced, due to the smaller distances

between electrodes (typically less than 1 mm). In this technique, the generic molecules are coated on the microneedles

before the electroporation (Figure 1A or injected into the skin (Figure 1B). Due to the microneedles not reaching the deep

dermis, the nerve-rich layer, the pain can be dramatically reduced, and the delivery depth can be precisely controlled with

insertion depth. 
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Figure 1. Microneedle-based Electroporation for In Vivo Gene Transfer Systems. Left: Microneedle-type electrodes. (A)

The genetic molecules are pre-loaded onto the surface of solid microneedles before punching the skin. (B) The genetic

molecules are pre-injected intradermally, followed by electroporation. Right: TNT-based in vivo gene transfer systems. (C)

The first generation of TNT  chip with nanochannels. (D) The second generation of TNT  chip features a hollow

microneedle array.

1.2. TNT for In Vivo Tissue Reprogramming

TNT is an innovative in vivo gene transfer technology, that employs the mechanism of HMN-LEP as illustrated in Figure
1E. TNT technique comprises a silicon (Si) chip, metal electrodes, and microsecond electric pulses to directly transfect

target cells within the tissue. TNT successfully demonstrated transdermal gene therapy for skin repair , tumor regression

, ischemic stroke recovery , and extreme chronic wound healing . The first generation of the TNT  chip utilizes the

mechanism of nanoelectroporation via nanochannels as illustrated in Figure 1E and Figure 1C. Fibroblast cells of skin in

vivo have been successfully reprogrammed into neuronal and endothelial cells by delivering specific gene cocktails in

mice models . The second generation of TNT  chips that feature a hollow microneedle array is shown in Figure
1D. This modification is aimed at enhancing the physical contact between the TNT chip and skin to accommodate the

nonuniform topography across the skin, thereby improving gene delivery efficiency. The TNT silicon chip exhibits

advantages in terms of precise targeting, controlled release, and higher gene transfection, making it an invaluable tool in

gene therapy and research. As this technology continues to evolve, it holds great potential for clinical applications in the

fields of tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, and wound healing.

2. Fabrication of TNT Si Chip

Unlike the MNE-BEP, the microneedles in TNT are not used as electrodes. The TNT setup is comprised of three primary

hardware components: a TNT silicon chip, electrodes, and an electroporator. The pivotal component among these is the

TNT silicon chip, a hollow channel array, especially a hollow microneedle array fabricated on a Si substrate (Figure 2). In

the TNT process, plasmid DNA is delivered to the tissue through these hollow channels with electrophoretic force 
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Figure 2. Semiconductor Process for Fabricating TNT Si Chip. (A) The device fabrication process of TNT  chip. Figures

adapted from  with permission. Copyright 2017, Springer Nature Limited. Published by Nature Nanotechnology,

Springer Nature Limited. (B) The device fabrication process of TNT  Si chip. Figures adapted from  with permission.

Copyright 2021, The Author(s), Published by Nature Protocols, Springer Nature Limited. Figure 2 is not subject to the

open access terms of this article and may not be reproduced without additional permission from the original copyright

holder.

Two types of TNT chips have been developed . The initial version of the TNT  chip features nanochannels on a flat

surface . Subsequent enhancements led to the development of TNT , which is a hollow microneedle array . This

design aimed to improve the contact between the chip and the skin surface, thereby enhancing delivery efficiency. In

addition, the bore size increased from several hundred nanometers to a few microns. Both TNT chips were fabricated

using Si because of their superior mechanical properties, favorable biocompatibility, and mass producibility using the

standard semiconductor process.

The fabrication process of Si microneedle arrays has been optimized for particular shapes, inner structures, materials,

and functionalities by combining CMOS and MEMS technologies. Dry and wet etching methods are the most common

techniques to fabricate microneedles, but molding and electroplating are also common too .

TNT silicon chips are fabricated using the standard semiconductor process, primarily involving dry etching and optical

lithography processes . The brief fabrication process of TNT  is shown in Figure 2A . It starts with a 4-inch

double-side-polished Si wafer with a thickness of ~200 µm. First, a thin photoresist was coated on the front side of the

wafer, followed by patterning a nanohole array with a diameter of ~500 nm using optical lithography. These nanohole

patterns were then etched into the Si wafer using a plasma etcher, forming nanochannels with ~10 µm deep. After

removing the residue photoresist, the wafer was then flipped and a microhole array was patterned on the backside and

etched to form micro reservoirs. These microreservoirs are directly connected to the nanochannels, enabling the

unimpeded flow of gene solutions from the microreservoirs to the nanochannels, and eventually entering tissues via the

electrophoretic force during the TNT process. The Si etching recipes were optimized to deliver the desired etching profiles

and qualities. In the final step of the process, a thin silicon nitride film was deposited over the TNT chip to electrically

insulate it.

The fabrication approach employed for TNT  is similar to TNT , yet it is more complicated as detailed in Figure 2B .

The process begins with spin coating a thick photoresist on one side of a silicon wafer, which was then patterned to define

a microhole array using optical lithography. Subsequently, this pattern was etched to a specific depth using deep Si

etching to form micro reservoirs. Next, a photoresist was spin-coated on the opposite side of the wafer and patterned to

outline hollow microneedles with precise alignment. This is a critical step to ensure that the hollow microchannels and

microreservoirs are well aligned. Employing the etching process again, the hollow microchannels were etched until they

connected to the previously etched backside micro reservoirs.

The fabrication of hollow-type Si microneedle arrays is quite challenging, and the key process is to develop a high-aspect

ratio of Si etching. A specialized etching technique of deep Si etching called the Bosch process, plays a crucial role .
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This process alternates between isotropic SF  etching and C F  passivation, enabling rapid Si etching with the vertical

sidewalls. A distinctive feature of the Bosch process is its high etching selectivity . Through fine-tuning of process

parameters, the Bosch process enables the etching of Si to create deep trenches using relatively thin layers of photoresist

or silicon dioxide as etching masks. The etching selectivity can reach over 100 with careful optimization of etching

parameters. This high selectivity is particularly useful in the fabrication of complex 3D structures. However, in the standard

two-step Bosch process, the achievable aspect ratio is typically 15:1 . This restriction primarily results from the

increased difficulty in the diffusion of etching gas into the deep and narrow microstructures and the re-deposition of

etching byproducts at the bottom of the etched areas, which prevents further etching .

The aspect ratio of the TNT Si chips is over 15:1. To fabricate this high aspect ratio structure, a three-step Bosch process

is employed . This Bosch process incorporates passivation, clearing (involving the removal of passivated polymers

using active argon), and etching. As a result, a high aspect ratio of over 30:1 can be achieved. In addition, using ramped

process parameters, such as modulation of plasma energy, etching time, and pressure over time, demonstrated improved

aspect ratios .

The diameters of hollow channels significantly impact the distribution of the electric field across the tissue, which is one of

the factors influencing the delivery depth and the amount of transferring genetic molecules . Therefore, after initial

fabrication, the tailoring of the bore sizes of hollow needles is necessitated with thermal oxidation, chemical vapor

deposition (CVD), or plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Deposited materials, such as silicon dioxide

or silicon nitride, effectively reduce the bore sizes to the target sizes. Additionally, these coated layers serve as an

insulator between the skin and the TNT Si chip, ensuring the electric field only passes through the hollow microchannels

to generate a localized electric field.

The prospective advancements in the domain of TNT device fabrication technology will focus on further enhancing the

gene transfer efficacy in various circumstances such as deep tissue. This will involve refining the microneedle with shaper

tips to ensure penetrates the stratum corneum layer to transfect the deeper tissue. Additionally, the focus will be placed on

the system-level integration, which assembles various engineering components such as an electroporator and electrodes

into the Si chip to minimize the footprint of setup.

Furthermore, the scalability of TNT manufacturing processes will be a critical task when transitioning from laboratory-scale

production to large-volume manufacturing. This shift is vital for meeting the demands of clinical applications, ensuring

cost-effective and wide accessibility for patients.

3. Clinical Applications 

The integration of microneedle technology and electroporation opens a new era in the field of gene transfer. The unique

strengths of both microscale resolution devices and widely suitable electroporation benefit a wide range of applications

across diverse fields. The development of MNE-BEP has significantly enhanced the aspects of pain management,

reduced voltage, and delivery efficacy. Furthermore, the clinical studies showed a promising future in cancer treatment 

, skin disease treatment , and DNA vaccination .

TNT takes additional measures to use a localized electric field, allowing for precise targeting, controllable delivery, and

excellent transfection efficacy. For its application, the TNT technique can be classified into in vivo tissue reprogramming

and non-reprogramming types based on whether the gene transfer induces cell-type changes in the tissues. In the

treatment of diseases and repair of damaged tissue, patients often lose some capability to generate specific functional

cells. This deficiency significantly affects the treatment outcomes and prevents the healing process. To improve this

situation, in vivo tissue reprogramming via TNT presents a groundbreaking method for directly converting a type of cell

(such as fibroblast) into desired functional cells in vivo . This innovative approach bypasses the intermediate stem cell

stage to increase efficiency and reduce the risk of tumorigenesis . In the current research, the TNT silicon chip-based

cell reprogramming has been demonstrated in the field of wound healing, diabetes, ischemic diseases, and cancer

treatment. Non-reprogramming TNT applications, on the other hand, result in no change in the cell type while increasing

the gene expression efficacy in the disease treatment process or exosome labeling.

In the realm of wound healing, the application of electroporation-based in vivo gene transfer has been proven to be a

transformative approach. This direct method yields a high delivery efficiency of therapeutic genes into target cells at the

wound site within a second. This approach can be especially beneficial for chronic wounds, a condition often resistant to

traditional healing methods , and counteracting the underlying issues in these wounds, such as inflammation  or

insufficient blood circulation . This method can effectively treat patients with complex wounds.
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Microchip-electroporation-based in vivo gene transfer also shows great promise in the field of cancer treatment. Microchip

technology enables the precise delivery of cancer-fighting genes directly into tumor cells or surrounding tissues. Unlike

conventional treatments that often affect both healthy and cancerous cells, TNT allows for the delivery of therapeutic

genes in a highly localized manner, ensuring maximum impact on the tumor while minimizing side effects. Except for the

in vivo gene delivery methods  mentioned, irreversible electroporation is also widely used to induce tumor cell

death for cancer treatment .

Effective treatment for diabetic ischemic limbs is crucial in diabetes management, as it significantly impacts the patient’s

daily life. The electroporation-based gene transfer can notably improve the ischemic conditions in diabetic mice using TNT

.
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